We present the first results from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) Grism Parallel Survey, a large program obtaining deep, slitless ACS grism spectroscopy of high-latitude HST parallel fields. We report on 11 high Galactic latitude fields here, each with grism integration times > 12 ks. We identify 601 compact emission line galaxies at z ≤ 1.6, reaching emission lines to a flux limit of 5 × 10 −18 ergs cm −2 s −1 (3σ). We determine redshifts by cross correlation of the target spectra with template spectra, followed by visual inspection. We measure star formation rates from the observed [O II] λ3727, [O III] λ5007, and Hα line fluxes. Follow-up observations with the Keck telescope of one of the survey fields confirms our classification and redshifts with σ(z) ≃ 0.02. This is one of the deepest emission line surveys to date, covering a total area of 121 arcmin 2 . The rough estimate of the co-moving number density of emission-line galaxies in our survey at 0.3 < z < 1.3 is ∼ 4.5 × 10
Introduction
One of the key unanswered questions of modern cosmology is the origin and extent of the decline in the star formation rate of the Universe between z ∼ 1.5 and the present epoch (e.g., Gallego et al. 1995; Tresse & Maddox 1998; Lilly et al. 1996; Cowie et al. 1999; Hippelein et al. 2003) . Based on studies of star-forming and evolving galaxies as a function of look-back time, a picture has emerged in which more massive galaxies undergo a larger fraction of their star formation at earlier times than less massive ones (e.g., Cowie et al. 1996; Gavazzi & Scodeggio 1996; Glazebrook et al. 2004; Kodama et al. 2004 ). This potentially presents a challenge for existing models of galaxy formation (e.g., Brinchmann et al. 2004) . To fully address this question, it is necessary to obtain a comprehensive sample of starforming galaxies of different masses and morphological types at a broad range of redshifts; deep spectroscopic surveys provide ideal samples for this endeavor.
The low sky background and high spatial resolution afforded by space makes emission line surveys from above the atmosphere particularly sensitive and powerful tools for studying galaxy for-mation and evolution. Ground-based, objectiveprism programs, such as the Kitt Peak International Spectroscopic Survey (KISS; Gronwall et al. 2004 ) have been quite effective at identifying bright, low-redshift Hα emitters over wide areas of sky. To date, KISS has identified 2266 emission-line objects over 182 deg 2 , to a limiting flux of 1×10 −15 ergs cm −2 s −1 . Ground-based surveys have also been effective at identifying faint, high-redshift Lyα emitters in gaps between the telluric night-sky lines (e.g., Hu et al. 1998; Rhoads et al. 2000; Kodaira et al. 2003; Stern et al. 2005) , reaching typical limiting line fluxes of ≈ 2 × 10 −17 ergs cm −2 s −1 . Slitless, grism surveys from space provide the opportunity to identify fainter lines unobstructed by telluric OH emission. Furthermore, parallel programs with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) provide, at no cost to the observatory efficiency, surveys which are less susceptible than pencil beam surveys to the bias induced by cosmic variance (e.g., Cohen et al. 2000) .
Previous HST parallel slitless spectroscopic programs with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrometer (STIS; Gardner et al. 1998; Teplitz et al. 2003 ) and the Near-Infrared Camera and MultiObject Spectrograph (NICMOS; McCarthy et al. 1999; Yan et al. 1999) have left a valuable scientific legacy studying faint emission line galaxies out to high redshift. In particular, the lack of telluric emission lines allowed the NICMOS Parallel Survey to identify an impressive census of highredshift galaxies whose optical features are shifted into the near-infrared. ACS, though observing at the same wavelength regime as STIS, provides higher spatial resolution data and is a factor of a few more sensitive to emission lines, thus providing a significant increase in our ability to study faint emission-line galaxies (Pirzkal et al. 2004) .
In this paper we present the analysis of eleven deep spectroscopic fields from the ACS parallel survey. ACS slitless spectra provide unprecedented sensitivity in the range 5500 < λ < 10500 A, where ground-based spectroscopy is challenged by the night sky. We discuss a sample of z ≤ 1.6 galaxies selected by the presence of [O II] λ3727, [O III] λ5007 and/or Hα emission features. Our survey is well-suited for exploring the faint end of the star-forming galaxy luminosity function, identifying Lyα emitting galaxies at 4 ∼ < z ∼ < 7, and for studying the spatially-resolved star formation rate in individual galaxies. This paper presents the first results from our survey. In §2 we describe our observation and data reduction methodologies. In §3 we describe how redshifts are determined and present a comparison of our ACS grism redshifts to ground-based observations obtained at Keck Observatory. In §4 we present initial results from our survey, including measurements of star formation rates for individual galaxies ( §4.2) and ACS morphologies of actively star-forming galaxies ( §4.3).
Our results are summarized in §5. The first paper in this series describes our data reduction scheme in detail (Paper I; Chen et al. 2005) ; future papers will address the faint end of the luminosity function for star-forming galaxies (Paper III; Drozdovsky et al., in preparation), and the earlytype galaxy sample at 0.6 ∼ < z ∼ < 1.3 detected with the grism spectra (Paper IV; Yan et al., in preparation) . Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, magnitudes refer to the Vega system and we adopt a flat, Λ-dominated universe (H 0 = 70 h 70 km s
HST/ACS Observations
All HST data presented here were obtained with the Wide Field Camera (WFC) on ACS. The observing program was designed to acquire a pair of images at each pointing: a direct image taken with a broad-band filter (typically F775W or F814W) and a dispersed image taken with the G800L grism (see Table 1 ). The direct images are important both for registering the grism frames to a common origin and for the 0 th order wavelength calibration of the grism spectra. The WFC/G800L grism has a mean dispersion of ∼ 40Å pix −1 in the first order (Pavlovsky 2004 ). The actual, observed resolution is a function of the apparent image size convolved with the WFC point spread function (PSF). From the observations described herein, the realized spectral resolution, R λ , is ∼ 80 to ∼ 150. Small variations in the PSF due to changes in the optical telescope assembly (cf., breathing) and longer term changes in the internal structure of ACS introduce small variations in the maximal achievable resolution.
Parallel observing mode and scheduling
Approximately half of the observations for this investigation were obtained with HST operating in parallel mode as part of GO/PAR program 9468 1 (P.I. Lin Yan). While this allowed us to collect far more data than would be possible in a single primary program, it limited our ability to plan and execute the observations in a manner that optimized the scientific return. Since July 2002, the ACS/WFC parallels were scheduled during much of the time for which NICMOS or STIS were the primary instruments. The observing algorithm for this program was quite simple. In each full orbit one of the following exposure sequences was selected: F606W and/or F814W imaging followed by G800L grism observations with exposure times of approximately 500 s. The preferred ratio of exposure times was F814W:F606W:G800L = 1:1:3. The selection of the exposure sequence for any given orbit was nearly random, but was weighted in favor of the spectroscopy. The dither step and orientation depended upon the primary observing programs, and we preferentially use programs with fixed orientation and small dither offsets.
Another half of our data were obtained from the HST Archive as part of guest observer parallel GO/PAR program 9482 (P.I. James Rhoads), and data for the J 08:08+06:43 field are from GO program 9405 (P.I. Andy Fruchter). The basic observing approaches were similar to ours, though with alternate filter selections (see Table 1 ).
During the period from July 2002 to October 2003, approximately 800 ACS grism exposures (roughly 200 orbits) were observed. These were distributed in ∼ 40 independent pointings with integration time of each individual grism exposure ranging from 300 s to 1200 s. Rather than adopt a strict latitude cutoff we chose to reduce all of the data and reject those with high stellar densities. Depth of the grism images is the major limitation of the study. For this study we choose 11 fields with total grism exposure time more than > 12 ks, covering about 121 square arcminutes.
The final depth achieved varied from field to field. We define our limiting depths as 3σ within a 4 pixel aperture. This aperture reasonably repre- sents the area of the ACS/WFC PSF. Fig. 1 shows an area-depth histogram for our survey. Our median limiting depth is ∼ 1.6 × 10 −17 ergs cm −2 s −1
and our deepest three fields reach a depth of ∼ 5×10 −18 ergs cm −2 s −1 , which is approximately a factor of two deeper than typical ground-based narrow-band/spectroscopic surveys and 2−5 times deeper than the HST/NICMOS Yan et al. 1999) and STIS (Teplitz et al. 2003) parallel surveys.
Data processing and analysis
The extraction of the spectra from the grism images is a multi-stage process. The main steps of the reduction procedure are: standard CALACS pipeline reduction (e.g., bias subtraction); cosmic ray detection and global sky background removal; combining the 2D images; generating object catalogs from the direct images; extraction and calibration of 1D spectra from the coadded grism images; combination of the 1D spectra for objects observed at different positions and/or with different orientations. The software used for the spectral extraction is written by one of us (Chen et al. 2005 , Paper I). Paper I presents the design and performance of our data reduction software. We detail our reduction steps below.
CALACS pipeline and image combination
We begin with the output from the STScI data pipeline, CALACS, which does basic processing of the individual 2D frames. All data have first order bias subtraction, dark subtraction, and bad pixel masking applied. Direct images are then corrected for the flat-field response. Since the flatfield response is a function of wavelength for each pixel and so depends on the location of sources in the dispersed data, the grism data are not flatfielded.
2
We combine the direct images using a modified version of the Multidrizzle package (Koekemoer et al. 2002) . Multidrizzle is an implementation of the Blot/Drizzle technique ) which provides an automated method for distortion-correcting and combining dithered images. Multidrizzle corrects for gain and bias offsets between WFC chips and identifies and removes cosmic rays and cosmetic defects. The quality of the image combination relies on accurately determining the offsets between images. The original program aligns images using the World Coordinate System (WCS) header keywords. Unfortunately, there are times when those WCS values are inaccurate, resulting in a misalignment of the final output drizzled product. We have therefore enhanced Multidrizzle with the ability to internally verify and update WCS-calculated offsets using image cross-correlation or point-source matching algorithms. The derived shifts and rotations are determined for the geometrically corrected frames resampled onto a common WCS frame. The absolute astrometry of the final drizzled images were verified using guide stars as well as extragalactic sources from NED. The astrometric uncertainties are dominated by the accuracy of the coordinates of the guide stars located in a field area and differ from field to field with a median value of ∼ 0.
′′ 2.
2 The aXe ACS grism reduction code of Pirzkal et al. (2002) uses a data cube constructed from observations through narrow-band filters, interpolated to the wavelengths of extracted pixels, to flat-field grism spectra. This technique reduces pixel-to-pixel scatter within the 6000 − 8500Å wavelength regime from 3% to 1%, but shows no improvement beyond 8500Å due to a lack of long-wavelength ACS narrow-band filters. Since the G800L grism mode remains sensitive to ≈ 10 000Å, we opt to omit flat-fielding during spectral extraction (see Paper I for details).
For the grism data, our ability to stack raw ACS frames is limited by the substantial geometric distortion and the extent of the offsets between individual exposures. According to the ACS Instrument Handbook, the plate scale changes by 8% between the two diagonal corners of the field. This discrepancy is less than a pixel for dither offsets smaller than 10 pixels. Therefore, we register distorted ACS grism images that have pointing offsets less than 10 pixels into substacks, taking care to mask bad pixels and applying a 5σ clipping algorithm to remove hot pixels and residual cosmic rays. For fields with larger offsets or varying orientations between exposures, we create multiple substacks. Spectral extraction is usually performed on these substacks, then the final coadd is done for 1-dimensional spectra.
Our spectral extraction software (Paper I) requires a pair of aligned direct and dispersed images in the original post-pipeline format; i.e., each WFC chip image must reside in a separate FITS files with the original ACS distortion. We make use of the Blot program, which transforms direct images back to the reference frame of G800L image stack(s). We extract 1D spectra from the substacks. In cases with multiple substacks, the 1D extracted spectra are resampled onto a common grid and weight-averaged to create the final deep spectrum.
The Catalog
We generate object catalogs from the stacked direct image using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) , applying a 1.5σ per pixel detection threshold and 8 pixel minimum area requirement. Table 2 presents an example of the catalog produced from our imaging dataset; the full catalog of emission line galaxies is produced in the on-line version of this paper. Below we detail some of the listed parameters:
• Equatorial coordinates are the barycenter position of a source, that were measured in a WCS-corrected direct image (see § 2.2.1).
• Magnitudes are measured in Kron-like AUTO magnitudes and transformed to the Vega photometric system using following zeropoints: 26.398 for F606W, 25.256 for F775W, 25.501 for F814W, and 24.326 for F850LP (Pavlovsky 2004 ).
• a,b are the major and minor axis lengths of the fitted ellipse (in units of the 0. ′′ 05 ACS/WFC pixels).
• θ is the position angle of the major axis with respect to the dispersion direction.
• Concentration, the Abraham et al. (1996) concentration parameter, is the ratio between the flux in the central 30% of the pixels as compared to the total flux.
• Asymmetry, the Abraham et al. (1996) point-asymmetry index, is the absolute sum of the differences between point symmetric pixels divided by the total flux.
1-D spectral extraction and calibration
The extraction and calibration of the 1D spectra was carried out with custom software developed by Hsiao-Wen Chen and described in detail in Paper I. We briefly describe the methodology here; the interested reader is directed to Paper I for details.
We first align sources in the direct image (position x i , y i ) with the corresponding position of their zeroth orders in the dispersed image (x 0 i , y 0 i ), adopting the empirically-derived transformation:
(1) for WFC Chip 1, and
(2) for WFC Chip 2. The extraction region of the spectrum was then computed using transformations derived as part of the calibration program. Using the object brightness distribution inside its segmentation map on the direct image, the corresponding 2D spectra were modeled and overlapping spectra were de-blended via iterative, multiple-profile fitting procedure for all spectra in a frame simultaneously. For objects close to the edges of the dispersed images, only partial spectra were extracted. For faint sources, only first order light is considered; for bright sources, we improve the signal by including higher orders. The rms accuracy of the wavelength calibration for G800L is approximately 7Å . We flux calibrate the extracted spectra using calibration curves derived by Pirzkal et al. (2002) from observations of white dwarfs and Wolf-Rayet stars. The accuracy of the spectrophotometry is limited by uncertainties in the wavelength calibration, the various detector flat-field effects, the object deblending, and variations in the quantum efficiency within individual pixels. We estimate that the absolute flux calibration is accurate to approximately 5% from 5000Å to 9000Å.
Spectra were also extracted in a parallel effort using the aXe software developed at ST-ECF . The aXe software follows a similar strategy to our code, except it does not perform any deblending due to higher orders from bright objects. Spectra are extracted in weighted boxes, with flat-fielding performed based on observations through narrow-band filters, interpolated to the wavelengths of the extracted pixels. Flux calibration uses the same calibration curves as used by us. The overall results of the extraction and analysis using the aXe and our software were similar, except in cases of overlapping spectra where the de-blending included in our code produces significantly cleaner extractions.
Redshift Identifications
We next cross-correlate the extracted, 1D spectra with a set of stellar and galactic spectral templates in order to deduce an approximate spectral type and redshift for each source. Sources were divided into four groups: Galactic stars, emission-line galaxies (ELGs), early-type galaxies, and galaxies with a Lyα break at 4 < z < 7. In this paper we present analysis of only the ELGs. Emission-line fluxes and equivalent widths were measured using Gaussian fits to the line and polynomial fitting of the underlying continuum, performed using the ESO-MIDAS Alice package. Fig. 2 presents direct images and spectra of a sample of 6 ELGs from this survey. Galaxies were selected to illustrate the range of data quality. Tables 2 and 3 contain the catalog of imaging and spectroscopic properties of the ELGs detected in our fields 3 . ′′ on a side, oriented as per the original data.
The identification of emission lines
Although ∼ 80% of objects with visible emission lines were successfully classified with the cross correlation technique, the accuracy of the redshift determination was low and required visual verification. We compared the ACS spectra to star-forming galaxy templates from Kinney et al. (1996) smoothed to the grism resolution. To convince ourselves that any detected emission line was real, we eliminated all possible false signals (e.g., zero order images, persistent images, cosmic rays, etc.). For final spectral classification, three criteria were used: identified emission line(s), morphology of the emission line(s), and the continuum spectral energy distribution (SED).
To be specific, three major emission features could be present at our observed wavelength range: Hα blended with [N II] λλ6548,6584 (for galaxies at z < 0.5), the unresolved [O III] λλ4959,5007 doublet + Hβ (0.5 < z < 1.0), and
4 . Many sources show multiple emission lines, allowing unambiguous redshift identifications. We note that since the ratio of [O III] λλ4959,5007 flux to both Hα and [O II] λ3727 flux varies significantly in both the local universe (Terlevich et al. 1991; Kennicutt 1992; Izotov et al. 1994 ) and at high redshift (e.g., Kobulnicky et al. 1999; Teplitz et al. 2000; Pettini et al. 2001) , line flux ratios do not provide a strong redshift indicator.
Galaxies with only a single emission line require more attention. We assume that isolated emission lines are either Hα or [O II] based on the relative position and strength of the line, the continuum SED, as well as the brightness and morphology of the host galaxy in the direct image. For example, a single emission line at wavelengths shortward of 7800Å that would imply either an Hα-emitter at a low redshift (z < 0.2) or an [O II] emitter at moderate redshift (z ∼ < 1). An Hα-emitter might be expected to appear noticeably larger and brighter in the direct image, possibly showing resolved struc-ture. Since the space density of low-redshift, starforming compact dwarf galaxies is low, a single, red emission line in a faint galaxy (with a blue rising continuum at shorter wavelength) is most likely [O II] unless there is evidence to the contrary.
Line morphology can also provide a useful redshift diagnostic. At our spectral resolution, the [O III] line is generally asymmetric due to blending with Hβ, allowing us to secure line identifications based on the line morphology. On the other hand, [N II] λλ6548,6584 are not resolved from Hα at our resolution, particularly at the low redshifts at which these lines are observed. Some of the compact low-redshift sources, however, reveal the noticeable [S II] λλ6716,6731 doublet.
We assign a quality (reliability) flag to all redshift estimations based on the number of detected emission lines and significance of their identifications. Quality flag 'a' indicates that there are two or more emission lines identified and that the [O III]+Hβ blend shows a clear asymmetry; this flag indicates that the redshift is secure. A value of 'b' is assigned to galaxies for which there is a strong reason for the assignment. Specifically, such a quality assignment implies we observe multiple emission lines but doubts remain as to their identifications. Quality flag 'c' indicates even greater uncertainty in the redshift identification, typically indicating that only one line has been detected. A non-detection of the second line can be due to several reasons: the most common circumstance is that the galaxy is either at z < 0.2 or at z > 0.8, and [O III] is in a region of poor spectroscopic sensitivity (λ < 6000Å or λ > 9000Å). In a few cases, the spectral range is truncated since the galaxy lies near the edge of the field of view.
Comparison with Keck spectroscopy
To test the accuracy of the redshifts and study potentially-interesting faint sources, on UT 2004 March 19 we obtained spectroscopy of two slitmasks targeting ACS-selected galaxies (field J 10:03+29:06) with the Low Resolution Imager and Spectrograph (LRIS; Oke et al. 1995) on the Keck I telescope. These observations were obtained in non-photometric conditions and integration times totaled one hour per slitmask, split into three dithered 1200 s exposures. LRIS is a dual-beam spectrograph: we grism (λ blaze = 5000Å; ∆λ FWHM = 9.0Å) on the blue arm, and the 400 lines mm −1 grating (λ blaze = 8500Å; ∆λ FWHM = 6.4Å) on the red arm. Data were processed using standard techniques. Because the night was not photometric, we used archival sensitivity functions dating from March 2002 for relative flux calibration.
Unfortunately due to poor weather conditions, we were unable to study the more extreme, faint sources identified from ACS. However, the LRIS data proved quite useful for verifying the accuracy of the ACS-derived redshifts. A total of 11 ACSselected ELGs were observed, out of which one was of quality 'a', five were of quality 'b', and five were of quality 'c'. In all cases, the ACS and Keck redshifts were consistent. The mean redshift difference is negligible, z ACS −z Keck = −0.01±0.02. Fig. 3 presents both the ACS and the Keck spectra of one of the sources, J 10:03:51.318+29:05:00.41, at redshift z = 0.337. Note that the Hβ/[O III] complex is barely resolved by ACS, but is wellresolved by Keck.
Artificial object tests and comparison of our redshift estimations with ones measured using the higher spectral resolution Keck/LRIS spectra indicate that manual inspection correctly finds the redshifts for over 95% of the spectra. The Keck/LRIS spectra confirms the high efficiency of the ACS grism selection method, which yields a high fraction of strong-lined galaxies. Namely, 7 out of 11 observed ELGs (64%) have EW([O III] λ5007)> 100Å . Such galaxies tend to be either star-burst galaxies with little extinction, or AGN with high-excitation spectra. The general way to classify the ELGs by activity type (AGN versus starburst) is based on the emission line ratios (Baldwin et al. 1981 , hereafter BPT). We classify three of these strong-lined sources as star-forming galaxies based on their [O III] λ5007/Hβ versus N II λ6584/Hα line-ratio, shown in Fig. 4 
Results

Areal coverage and depth
Based on the analysis of eleven fields, we detect 601 galaxies revealing significant emission features, corresponding to a surface density of ∼ 5 ELGs arcmin −2 . Among them we identify emission. Our survey is most sensitive to emission line sources with angular sizes (in the dispersion direction) of less than 1 arcsec and with broadband magnitudes of F814W ∼ < 26 mag. Fig. 5 shows the redshift and equivalent width distribution for the survey and Fig. 6 plots line flux fluxes against F814W magnitude. Our ELG sample has a median redshift of 0.66. At low redshifts, the fall off in Hα-emitting galaxies is attributed to the small volume covered by survey. At high redshifts, the number of sources falls as the sensitivity drops and our primary rest-frame optical features enter the near-infrared. There is also some plunge in the number of detected single-line galaxies at 0.4 < z < 0.5 and 1.0 < z < 
The emission-line luminosity
The distribution of the emission-line luminosities, ignoring dust extinction corrections, is presented in Fig. 7 70 ergs s −1 is again 14 times fainter. Our survey is clearly reaching down to the faint end of the emission-line luminosity functions. Our sample selects star-forming galaxies over a wide range of luminosity, from faint emission-line galaxies at (Gallego et al.1995 ) and at z = 1.3 (Yan et al.1999) . low redshifts to luminous L * galaxies at high redshifts.
The emission-line luminosity and star formation rate
Hα emission is a classic indicator of star formation because it traces the ionizing flux from hot stars. Assuming Case B recombination and a Salpeter initial mass function over the mass range 0.1 < M/M ⊙ < 100, we adopt the calibrations of Kennicutt (1998) between star formation rate (SFR) and Hα luminosity: 
subject to the considerable scatter in this flux ratio found in surveys of local galaxies, likely associated with variations in the metallicity and star formation histories of individual galaxies. Furthermore, we note that since no extinction corrections have been applied, the derived luminosities and star formation rates should be considered lower limits.
While Hβ line is also a good tracer of star formation in galaxies (e.g., Kennicutt 1983) ≈ 2.2 ratio we derive from 245 ACS grism ELGs at 0.5 ∼ < z ∼ < 1.0. Using these ratios and equations (3) and (4) (Dey et al. 1999) . and lack other emission lines.
We plot the derived star formation rates 5 against redshift in Fig. 9 . At each redshift, our dynamic range in observed SFR is approximately 1.5 orders of magnitude, and we see the expected bias of finding higher SFRs at higher redshifts. The majority of the surveyed Hα emitters are mildly star-forming, local galaxies. The median SFR of Hα-emitters in our survey is 0.2 M ⊙ yr −1 . After correcting for [N II] λλ6548,6584 contamination using the average [N II]:Hα ratio of 0.3 derived by Gallego et al. (1997) from a local sample of galaxies, this rate is reduced to ∼ 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 . This SFR is typical of local dwarf galaxies: e.g., the median SFRs of the local blue compact galaxies is about 0.3 M ⊙ yr −1 (Hopkins et al. 2002) , and the Hα-derived SFR for the nearest irregular galaxies, LMC and SMC are, respectively, 0.26 and 0.046 M ⊙ yr −1 (Kennicutt et al. 1994 ). Using equation (4), we determine that the SFR of [O II]-emitters in our survey span nearly 3 orders of magnitude, from approximately a few times 10 −2 to several times 10 1 M ⊙ yr −1 , with a median SFR of about 1.2 M ⊙ yr −1 . Our survey is sensitive enough to detect objects with SFRs as low as 1 M ⊙ yr −1 up to z ≈ 1.2. At higher-redshift the ACS grism survey reaches typical starburst galaxies with SFRs of 20 − 60 M ⊙ yr −1 (e.g., Glazebrook et al. 1999; Savaglio et al. 2004) . Even a distant analog of the ULIRG population, such as ERO J164502+4626.4 -also known as HR10 (SFR [OII] ≈ 10 M ⊙ yr −1 ; Dey et al. 1999 ) -can be among our high-redshift sample.
A major concern remains the large uncertainty in SFRs derived from oxygen fluxes. It has previously been noted in surveys of the local universe that the [O II]:Hα ratio correlates with total galaxy luminosity, such that brighter galaxies have lower [O II]:Hα ratios (e.g. Jansen et al. 2001; Tresse et al. 2002) . This correlation is thought to be related to metallicity. The variation in the [O III]:Hα ratio is even more dependent on metallicity, as well as on the effective temperature of the gas and the ionization parameter (Kennicutt et al. 2000) , so we proceed with this caution in mind. We note, however, that the [O II] and [O III] measurements of the SFR do not show a large discontinuity with the Hα measurements at the transitional region of z ≈ 0.5 (Fig. 9) ; apparently, the SFR determinations from oxygen lines are not completely wrong.
A rough estimate of the number density of star-forming galaxies can be made using galaxies detected at 0.3 ≤ z ≤ 1.3, such that their Hα and [O II] lines are in efficient regions of the sensitivity curve. The total angular area of the eleven selected fields is 121 arcmin 2 , corresponding to a co-moving volume of 1.13 × 10 5 h −3
70 Mpc 3 . We detected 506 ELGs in this redshift interval, giving a co-moving number density of 4.5 × 10 −3 h −3
70 Mpc −3 . The co-moving number density of [O II]-emitters in our survey at 0.5 < z < 1.3 is ∼ 3.8 × 10
70 Mpc −3 . This density is about 7 times higher than that detected by the STIS parallels (Teplitz et al. 2003) at 0.5 < z < 1.2. The NICMOS parallel survey ) detected 33 Hα emitters at 0.7 < z < 1.9 in the co-moving volume of 0.78 × 10 5 h probed starburst galaxies from the upper end of the luminosity function. Our data set is able to detect much fainter emission lines and measure the co-moving star formation density at z < 1.6 to better completeness levels. On the other hand, the redshifts measurements based on the ACS/WFC slitless spectra are subject to larger uncertainties due to the lower spectral resolution of ACS as compared to STIS and NICMOS 6 .
The morphology of the ELGs
The high spatial resolution of the ACS/WFC images enable a detailed study of the morphological properties of ELGs. We defer a detailed study to a future paper and present here plots of basic morphological parameters for the ELG sample, such as half-light radius, concentration, 6 The deep, targeted NICMOS survey of the 4.4 arcmin 2 Groth-Westphal strip (Hopkins et al. 2000) detected 37 Hα emitters at 0.7 < z < 1.8, corresponding to the co-moving number density of ∼ 7.3×10 −3 h −3 70 Mpc −3 . We also expect that the GRAPES ACS grism survey of the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (Pirzkal et al. 2004) , with total grism time ∼ 28 hours, will reveal a much larger number density of emissionline galaxies within the same redshift range as our survey. and asymmetry. We analyze F775W/F814W images (observed I-band), which correspond to restframe B-band for the median redshift of our ELG sample, z ∼ 0.7. The morphology at this restframe wavelength is dominated by star-formation regions. Fig. 10 plots half-light radius against total magnitude for all objects detected in our imaging, with identified ELGs indicated. Because of band-shifting effects and surface brightness dimming, plot symbols are keyed to redshift. As expected, the survey is biased towards obtaining redshifts for compact galaxies.
The morphological classifications of the ELGs galaxies were performed on the basis of both the visual inspection and automatic classification using central concentration (C) and rotational asymmetry (A) indexes (Abraham et al. 1994; Abraham et al. 1996) . As shown by Abraham et al., these parameters are remarkably robust to image degradation resulting from increased line-of-sight distance. Visual classification, however, is more sensitive to peculiar and merging galaxies. The comparison of visual with quantitative morpholog-ical classifications show good agreement in ∼ 70% of galaxies brighter than F814W= 22. For fainter galaxies, it is not trivial to distinguish E from S0 galaxies, and Sb or Sc spirals from Sd and Irr galaxies. Therefore, based on the visual calibration of well-resolved, bright galaxies, we distinguish here two classes of objects: disk-dominated and bulge-dominated galaxies.
The distribution of the entire imaging data set on the C − A plane is shown in Fig. 11 , revealing the variety of their morphological types. The fraction of disk versus bulge dominated objects in our sample is almost equal. The C − A plot is also characterized by a correlated distribution of the ELGs, which can be well approximated by log A = (0.53 ± 0.03) · log C − (0.08 ± 0.02). The small fraction of ELGs among highly asymmetric galaxies might be explained by our bias towards galaxies of small angular size. The less concentrated disk-like systems show a larger spread in asymmetry, with many of them resembling interacting, merging, and peculiar systems.
ACS simulations and completeness tests
There are several aspects of the data which negatively impact our ability to identify genuine spectral features. Since we are observing in slitless mode, each object produces zero, first and second order spectra. The first order spectra contain the most useful data; the second order is profitable for bright objects; zero, negative and higher (> 2 nd ) orders are sources of confusion. The zero-order images can can be mistaken for emission features, particularly when they fall on the first order continua of other objects. The zero-order images are slightly dispersed (∼ 650Å pix −1 ) and often appear bimodal for point sources. The displacement between the zero order images and the center of the corresponding direct image (near the start of the first order spectrum) is ∼ 5.
′′ 5, or ∼ 110 pix, and generally can be identified by matching them with either the first order spectra or with an object in the direct image. There is a small portion of the detector, however, for which zero-order images can appear without either first order spectra or images in the direct frame. In addition to the confusion caused by spectral orders, there are artifacts associated with defective pixels and cosmic rays.
We performed completeness tests using artificial object trials with the SLIM program (Pirzkal et al. 2001) , using a set of template starburst (SB1) galaxy spectra from Kinney et al. (1996) . The original SLIM configuration parameters were adjusted to correspond to the current best-known ACS/WFC/G800L grism spectral trace and dispersion descriptions. A total of ∼ 600 pairs of the synthetic direct images and z = 0.7 SB1 template spectra were generated with SLIM and randomly added to our F814W and G800L data for the J 13:58+62:39 field. The synthetic images used Gaussian brightness profiles with radii 0.
′′ 1 ≤ r ≤ 0. ′′ 5 and magnitudes in the range 23.0 ∼ < F814W ∼ < 24.5. Object spectra were extracted using the same method we used for the real objects and the emission-line parameters were measured and compared with input ones.
Objects were considered recovered if they were found in both direct and grism images, the emission lines were detected at the > 3σ level, and the measured equivalent widths did not exceed the initial, injected values by 20Å. Fig. 12 shows the outcome of these completeness tests. These plots reveal strong selection effects are present in our sample of ELGs. More detailed tests, necessary for the calculation of the luminosity function and measurements of co-moving star formation rate, will be discussed in Paper III.
The quality of the flux and wavelength calibration have also been tested on data taken at different epochs and located at different parts of the ACS/WFC detector: we find good agreement. The rms accuracy of redshifts derived from repeat observations is ∼ 0.02.
Notes on Individual Fields
Field J 13:58+62:39
This field has the largest total grism exposure time of all the survey fields, and reveals many interesting objects. We identify more than 40 ELGs, including a concentration of galaxies at z ∼ 0.3. 6.2. Field J 12:19+06:49 This field was parallel to a program aiming at a Virgo cluster galaxy, located in the outer regions of the cluster. We detect a small, low surface brightness spheroidal galaxy at 12:19:10.96, +06:47:54.0 (J2000), which has a bright, compact source at its optical center with blue-excess continuum. However, it is unclear if the central object is associated with the galaxy. Based on the galaxy patchy faint background traced out to galactocentric radii of ≈ 10 ′′ in both F 775W and F 850LP -band images, the galaxy appears to be an isolated spheroidal galaxy, likely at the distance of the Virgo cluster. At the same time, we could not rule out the possibility that this is a Galactic source (e.g., planetary nebula). No record of this object exists in NED or SIMBAD.
4.
Field J 10:03+29:06
This field shows a surprisingly large number of ELGs, despite its short total grism exposure time. Eleven emission line galaxies and several candidates high-redshift Lyα emitters were observed with Keck/LRIS, as discussed in §3.2; however, conditions for this ground-based spectroscopy were insufficient for obtaining useful data on any but the brightest galaxies.
Field J 08:06+06:43
The ACS data for this field is part of the GO program 9405 (P.I. Andrew Fruchter), which targeted the host galaxy of supernova SN 2002LT, associated with gamma-ray burst GRB021211 (Crew et al. 2003) . The ACS grism spectrum confirms the presence of an emission line at ∼ 7450Å at the position of the probable host galaxy (J 08:08:59.828, +06:43:37.52), as previously detected in a VLT/FORS2 spectrum by Vreeswijk et al. (2003) . This line is likely [O II] λ3727 at z=1.006. The deep multi-epoch slitless and direct data allow us to detect 88 ELGs in this field.
Discussion
We present basic data derived from the ACS Grism Parallel Survey. The G800L grism on ACS provides a unique opportunity to survey large volumes of the universe for faint emission lines and at high angular resolution. The small pixel scale of the ACS images and our custom software for deblending object spectra provides us with the unique opportunity to identify faint star-forming regions across vast cosmic epochs. The large dataset afforded by our "random" parallel observations allows us to collect data from much larger area than would be possible in a single GO program.
The ACS Grism Parallel Survey complements previous and ongoing surveys of [O II], [O III] and Hα ELGs. Our faint flux limits allow us to probe deeper into the ELG luminosity function. In this paper we present our methodology for data analysis and the first results from our survey. Our initial survey of 121 square arcminutes detects 601 emission-line galaxies at redshifts z ≤ 1.6. The line luminosities, equivalent widths and continuum magnitudes suggest that we are seeing galaxies with a broad range of star formation rates, from quiescently star-forming galaxies at low redshifts to bright starburst galaxies at z > 1. The survey is biased towards compact objects with strong emission lines. Such galaxies tend to be either starbursts and/or AGNs. Follow-up high-resolution spectra are necessary in order to classify each ELG by its activity. To date we have obtained follow-up spectra for 11 candidates, all of them found to be starforming ELGs with seven being starbursts (see §3.2). While this subsample is small, we infer that the fraction of AGN in our sample is small and that the inferred emission-line luminosities can be used to estimate the co-moving star formation density at z ≤ 1.6 at a high confidence level.
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